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TUBBY is speed!
Snow Tubing for all seasons and 
all ages!  Seated in a Neveplast 

Tube you will slide down an 
engineered structure entirely 

covered with our revolutionary 
material, which guarantees a 
smooth ride. TUBBY is pure 
adrenaline and totally safe.





TUBBY is iNNOVATiON!
Thanks to its ability to attract and 
entertain adults and children of 
all ages, TUBBY has long been 

chosen by large businesses 
specialized in entertainment all 
over the world.  This has been 

proven with installations at 
amusement parks, water parks, 
shopping centres and beaches.





TUBBY is pRACTiCAL!
Extremely modular and can be 
easily positioned on any type of 

structure and/or ground. 
TUBBY is a new attraction 
for amusement parks and 

recreational facilities, in general. 



TUBBY is eFFiCieNT!
High hourly transport capacity 

guarantees considerable income 
and very short amount to pay 

back. The TUBBY slope does not 
require irrigation and/or electricity 

to operate, thus reducing 
operating costs and ensuring 

maximum comfort to customers.





eNJOYMeNT 
WiTHOUT LiMiTs!

With Tubby Neveplast 
You can really fly.







sKiddY is AdReNALiNe!
SkiddY is the revolutionary 

new flooring that transforms a 
simple kart track into an amazing 
experience.  SkiddY allows you 

to have fun with skidding, drifting, 
and counter-steering, as on snow. 





sKiddY is dRiFTiNg!
SkiddY allows experienced 

drivers, beginners and children to 
feel the sensation of drifting and 
counter-steering.  With SkiddY, 
karts are no longer just racing 

against the clock, but become a 
great activity suitable for families 

and people of all ages.



sKiddY is eFFiCieNT!  
The tracks can operate in any 
location, indoors or outdoors.  

We already operate in amusement 
parks, shopping malls, ski resorts, 

hotel resorts, and beaches. 
The temperature is no longer an 
issue with SkiddY and it can be 
used anywhere safely with very 

low operating costs.  







sKiddY is pRACTiCALiTY! 
Unlike traditional kart tracks, SkiddY 

tracks opt for smaller tracks. 
The special SkiddY flooring consists 

of modular panels, which give the 
possibility of developing various 
kinds of tracks at a very low cost 

compared to traditional kart tracks. 
SkiddY installations are feasible on 
any compacted and homogeneous 
surface, and the karts can be both 

electric or gas engines.
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